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Abstract: Location data is a powerful source of information to discover user’s trends and routines.
A suitable identification of the user context can be exploited to provide automatically services adapted
to the user preferences. In this paper, we define a Dynamic Bayesian Network model and propose a
method that processes location annotated data in order to train the model. Finally, our model enables
us to predict future location contexts from the user patterns. A case study evaluates the proposal
using real-world data of a location-based social network.
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1. Introduction

Context-aware systems identify automatically the user interaction context [1] to provide
service adapted to user circumstances. For this purpose, the context-aware systems make use
of wireless sensors and networks that monitor user’s daily activities in order to have a better
knowledge of the user context [2]. A suitable identification of the user context can be exploited to
provide automatically services adapted to the user and to reduce the user effort to communicate
their requirements [3]. Users also can participate in the task of characterizing their interaction
context [4]. Thus, local-based social networks enable users to broadcast assessment of the services and
places of their interaction contexts.

The big amount of data collected by sensors and applications like location-based social networks
(geolocation, services used, schedules, etc.) allow software developers to build descriptive models of
the users and the contexts in which they interact. The amount and variety of information collected
make us consider the development of mechanisms that not only build descriptive models of the users
but also recommend new services and contexts more adapted to the user preferences.

To approach the development of these mechanisms, this paper proposes a method that follows
a process made up of four phases. First, information about the user context is collected by sensors
and applications; the method relates raw data extracted by location sensors with semantic labels that
describe more in-depth the context of the user. Second, this data is processed to identify multiple
user contexts (spatial, temporal and semantic). Next, the annotated data is used to train a dynamic
Bayesian network that models the user. Finally, the models allow us to infer and predict future context
information of the user.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the main contributions
related to generating user models to be exploited by context-aware systems. Section 3 describes our
method for generating user models. Section 4 discusses a case study in which the method has been
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applied to processed data of a location-based social network and to generate user models. Section 5
analyses the conclusions drawn from this work.

2. Related Work

One of the main purposes of the context-aware systems [5] is providing features that reduce
the user effort to interact with technological devices. For this, the devices embedded in the context
should identify automatically the user’s requirements. A paradigmatic example can be found in the
intelligent information displays that automatically select, filter and show contents adapted to each
user (age, preferences, habits, etc.). This descriptive information of the user is known as user model [6].
Thus, the purpose of context-aware systems makes user modeling a relevant task. One of the first
user modeling approaches uses a set of attribute-value pairs to describe the user [7]. These attributes
are usually related to personal preferences (favorite sports, type of music, etc.). This kind of user
models can be processed by interactive systems to provide services and information of interest.
This approach can be enriched with case-based techniques in which the system collects information
on user behavior [8]. Experts can also enrich the user model with a knowledge base with the main
characterizes of specific users [9]. Moreover, an approach based on stereotypes can be used to label
user. For this, an expert should define a set of rules that assign a stereotype to each user [10].

Location-based social networks (LBSN) are a recent collaborative phenomenon that combines
information on the user activity in a specific context with an online social network [11].
Chorley et al. [12] analyze the behavior of the users of LBSNs to find personality traits like
conscientiousness, openness, neuroticism or extroversion. Thus, information registered by LBSNs
can be used to build user models made up of personality traits. Users behaviors of LBSNs have
been also analyzed to discover their mobility patterns [13]. According to the context-aware system
purpose, artificial intelligence techniques can be used not only to generate descriptive models of the
user but also to infer new contexts adapted to the user behavior. For example, Eagle et al. [14] learn
movement patterns and recognize abnormal behavior through Dynamic Bayesian networks. Hasan and
Ukkusuri [15] use Probabilistic Topic Models and contextual information to infer life-style patterns
and discover hidden regularity in the location choice behavior. Cho [16] applies k-Nearest Neighbors
and Decision Trees to recognize the user location from context features (time and transportation mode)
and then predicts future locations with Hidden Markov Models.

3. Methods

We address the problem of learning user models from the individual’s routines and trends in
LBSN data. In order to do so, we identify different kinds of contextual information in the user
interaction. This data requires a preprocessing phase to allow its exploitation. After the preprocessing
step, we train user models that represent the user behavior according to a target variable. The proposed
models also can be used to generate descriptions according to the user routines. Finally, these models
are evaluated by its ability to infer the target value.

3.1. Data Features

LBSNs data are made up of explicit interactions performed by the users. The users of this kind of
platforms perform “check-in” actions which register their location. Therefore, these data are collected
with a lack of continuity and regularity over time, which does not allow us to extract complete
daily behaviors. However, these data enable us to know the context in which the user interacts.
This knowledge can be used to predict the users’ behaviors.

Usually, the LBSNs provide the next data information: user identifier, geographic coordinates
of the visited place, the timestamp in which the user interaction happens, place identifier and some
category or type of the place. Sometimes other semantic information is included, but the previously
enumerated can be considered the basic setting in every LBSN. In this work, we consider user routines
in terms of the place category, which will be our target value.
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3.2. Data Preprocessing

In the preprocessing phase, we transform time and spatial information to allow its use in the user
models. This will generate new features to characterize the user temporal and spatial context. We also
consider semantic context to infer for the problem we address.

For the temporal context, we discretize continuous values of time to obtain different time intervals
inside a day. We introduced in [17] different strategies to create time intervals: by fixed size values
(e.g., each interval of one-hour size), by means of data distribution (e.g., computing percentiles to obtain
intervals with an equally distributed timestamps) or by means of the data density (e.g., applying a
clustering algorithm). In this case, we choose a fixed size strategy with 6 intervals of 4 h. We named
those intervals, from 00:00 to 23:59, as follows: late night, early morning, morning, afternoon,
evening and night. This gives us an intuitive representation of time with the same partition for
all users. Along with this interval, we also extract features of day of the week and identification of
non-working days or holidays. Thus, we describe the temporal context of the interaction by this three
variables (e.g., <Monday, Working day, Afternoon>).

In the case of the spatial context, we identify the geographic regions that are frequent for each
user. This can be achieved through multiple clustering algorithms (that do not require a predefined
number of clusters) as well:

• Density-based clustering (like DBSCAN): the geographic points are grouped in dense groups and
the isolated points can be considered as outliers (not belonging to a relevant region for the user).

• Grid-based clustering: the geographic space is partitioned with a grid of fixed size and the cells
with few points can be ignored.

• Hierarchical clustering: the partition is built as a hierarchy of groups, which can allow using
different levels of spatial granularity, and where the division/agglomeration is limited by a
distance threshold.

Depending on the specific application, one strategy may be preferred over the others. Since the
data size is usually significant in this problem, and we prefer an approach with homogeneous regions
for all users, we choose the grid-based strategy. Then, the spatial context of each interaction is given by
its cell in the grid.

Finally, we include in our method a semantic context that could be obtained from multiple sources.
This type of context is mainly associated with the user activity or intention, but this information
is rarely explicit. Moreover, we can easily assume that the user activity is strongly related to the
category of the place the user visits. Therefore, we will infer this context label from the location type
using an external service (e.g., as a more general category that groups together several location types:
(restaurant, coffee shop, bakery) ∈ “Food/drinks”). This approach depends on the specific LBSN and
could be unavailable, where will be necessary resort to keyword processing in the location type label
(for example, with regular expressions). Because of this, we propose as future work the inference of
the semantic context as a hidden state or latent variable in the data.

3.3. User Model

We approach a problem in which multiple variables can provide information about the user
context. Moreover, these variables are usually related between them. In other words, there are
multiple probabilistic dependencies between contexts and attributes (the spatial context depends on
the timespan; the semantic context depends on the timespan - and the location, etc.). For these reasons,
we generate a Bayesian Network (BN) that models the users’ interactions and learns their routines.
Figure 1 shows the probabilistic dependencies modeled by the directed acyclic graph that defines the
Bayesian network structure.

We are also interested in finding the relationship between the current location or state of the
user and their previous locations or states, so we propose the use of Dynamic Bayesian Network
(DBN) over the previous Bayesian structure. For this, we considered the type of visited place and the
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semantic context as discrete stochastic processes (i.e., the type of visited place depends on the previous
place) which fulfills the Markov property. The transition structure represented in Figure 1 models this
property and the attributes of the user context.

SemanticRegion

HolidayWDayITime

LocType

Semantic(i−1) Semantic(i)

Region(i−1) Region(i)

Holiday(i−1) Holiday(i)

WDay(i−1) WDay(i)

ITime(i−1) ITime(i)

LocType(i−1) LocType(i)

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Bayesian Network structure; (b) Dynamic Bayesian Network transition model.

For the parameter learning, the model distributions are adjusted through Maximum A Posteriori
(MAP) and Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) methods. These probabilistic structures have
the ability to handle missing data and can be used for user description as well. In the case where
some information is missing, the model is capable to infer the most probable values through the
remaining variables; i.e., it is possible to give beliefs about unknown context given other context
evidence. As description tools, these models provide the measurement of confidence (as used in
association rule learning) about any interaction pattern. For example, we could check the likelihood
of the user going to the cinema given the time evidence <Friday, Working day, Evening>, the current
semantic context Arts/Entertainment or the past state Train Station.

4. Experimentation

We test the methods described in Section 3 on a case study with real-world data to check its
performance. In order to do so, we use a Foursquare dataset [18] of “check-ins” from the city of Tokyo.
This anonymized repository contains 573,703 visits records from over 10 months, and with 2293
different users. For each user interaction, the dataset includes latitude and longitude coordinates,
user identifier, the current timestamp, an identifier of the visited location and its location category.
In this data, there are 61,858 different locations and 247 different categories.

Through the dataset preprocessing, we infer information of the temporal, spatial and semantic
context. First, the features of day of the week, time interval and holiday/working day flag
(where only weekends are considered holidays in this case) are extracted to form the temporal context.
Next, the geographic regions-of-interest for each user are identified by grid-based segmentation,
with rectangular cells of 1 km width and height approximately. In addition, the cells with low density
(containing less than 5 % of the user data) are discarded. Finally, it is obtained the semantic context
through the Foursquare hierarchy in which all location categories are organized. In order to do so,
for each location type is associated its broader parent category as context (e.g., Afghan restaurant→ Food,
Mall→ Shop/Service). In total, there are 9 different context classes: Arts/Entertainment, Travel/Transport,
Shop/Service, Professional/Other, Nightlife, Food, Outdoors/Recreation, Academic, Residence.

After the data preprocessing, we evaluate several user models at the task of location type
prediction. As the complete DBN model (see Figure 1) is too computationally expensive, we use
a more basic case with only semantic context and past state information, as shown in Figure 2. We also
defined two more simple Bayesian networks along with the one with all features (BN-A): a Bayesian
network with only the temporal context (BN-T) and another one with the spatial and temporal context
(BN-ST). In addition of the Bayesian ones, we use other models for benchmarking: random choice of
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the user’s location types (referred to as RND), the most frequent location type choice (referred to as
MODE), a first-order Markov chain model (referred to as MC) and a Probabilistic Finite Automaton
(equivalent to a Weighted Finite Automaton) for the transitions between location types depending on
the time interval (see [17] for more details about this model).

BN-T BN-ST
HolidayWDayITime

LocType

Region

HolidayWDayITime

LocType

BN-A DBN

Region Semantic

HolidayWDayITime

LocType

Semantic(i−1) Semantic(i)

LocType(i−1) LocType(i)

Figure 2. Bayesian models for experimentation.

The models’ evaluation is based on the assessment of the efficiency for predicting the type of
visited site, using information of the current context and previous states. We divide each user data in
80% as training and 20% as test. The results of this evaluation are shown in Figure 3 and the summary
Table 1. Here, we show the distribution of the mean accuracy of all 2293 users for each model.

Table 1. Summary of model accuracies.

Model Min Median Mean Max

RND 0.0 0.0303 0.0372 0.3913
MODE 0.0 0.3571 0.3829 1.0

MC 0.0 0.3729 0.3911 1.0
PFA 0.0 0.3714 0.3895 1.0

BN-T 0.0 0.3333 0.3531 0.9583
BN-ST 0.0 0.2727 0.3017 0.9545
BN-A 0.0 0.4510 0.4560 0.9600
DBN 0.0476 0.5806 0.5816 1.0

From the obtained results, we draw several conclusions. First, it is noticeable a very high variance
in the accuracy values (represented as points in Figure 3). This is caused by the heterogeneity between
users, as the interactions analyzed are explicit and there are users much more regular or active than
others. About the model comparison, we see that clearly all models improve the random prediction
accuracy, but not all improve the MODE accuracy. The MODE accuracy, achieving a mean of 0.38,
is caused by the frequency of the most common visited place, which is not unusual to be significant
in some cases. MC and PFA models improve MODE mean and median accuracy, but it is a small
difference. Between the Bayesian models, we see that the ones with only temporal or spatio-temporal
context (BN-T and BN-ST) perform poorly, worse than MODE. This can be caused by a low correlation
between the place visited and the temporal and spatial context and by underfitting, as the temporal
context may not be enough to guess the place and the spatial context is not always present (when the
user is not inside a region-of-interest). The most complex model used (BN-A) gets better results than
all previous models. In this case, we see how the semantic context leverage the prediction accuracy.
This is no surprise, as the semantic context serves as a filter of the state (e.g., if the context is Food,
the place cannot be Cinema). Nevertheless, the reduced DBN model gets the best mean accuracy, 0.58,
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in spite of not using temporal and region attributes. From this, we conclude that in this data the
context and the type of the previous place are sufficient and more useful to predict the next user state,
and spatial or temporal attributes provide a low efficiency.

Figure 3. Prediction accuracy of the type of visited location.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

One of the main challenges in the research field of context-aware systems is the identification of
contexts to get a better understand of the user and to adapt the services. This paper has presented our
methodology to know the user’s trends and predict their future behaviors using only the information
of their interaction with an LBSN. Therefore, these predictions can be exploited to adapt the services to
the user behavior. In particular, we observed that previous state and semantic context features were
the most useful information to anticipate the services to the user in our case of study.

In the methodology, we establish some criteria to extract several user context information in
order to train a discrete probabilistic model. We design a Bayesian network structure representing the
multiple context interaction and a Dynamic Bayesian model capable of anticipating the user context.
In addition, the DBN model showed promising results for the user modeling task, improving the
performance of Markov Chains, Probabilistic Finite Automata, and Bayesian Networks.

As future work, we will design mechanisms that recognize similar user communities: an explicit
(through direct user linkage) or implicit (by user behavior similarity) social context. Moreover, we will
infer other types of latent or hidden contexts, such as intentionality. Finally, we also plan to analyze
the results considering other user’s features as regularity, high or low activity, etc.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BN Bayesian Network
DBN Dynamic Bayesian Network
LBSN Location Based Social Network
MC Markov Chain
PFA Probabilistic Finite Automaton
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